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The goal is to provide advanced users with tools that make it super
simple to make high-quality streaming video from any DVD. You will be
able to:- Convert several titles at once, quickly and easily- Easily pick the
best video settings for your stream- Obtain superb quality streams with
the correct audio and subtitle settings- Automatically convert your titles
to your favorite format, such as H.264 or Flash 10.0.The key feature is
that all streaming video is automatically generated from your DVD. We do
not depend on complex conversion software that merely makes it look
easy, which is why you save time and effort.Copy your DVD files into the
correct profile, right from your disk using a simple graphical user
interface.Export your discs into streaming videos!We are continuously
working on the upcoming features, such as handling all your Blu-Ray
discs, and adding the ability to create network streams from your DVD
copies.In addition, your discs can be loaded on a USB, a hard-drive, an
FTP server or any other server.CloneDVD allows you to create a video file
or a.swf file and share it. You can also convert your streaming videos into
a.swf file and share them using popular web-sites.CloneDVD is available
for free. You also have several paid versions. Brother Electamar is just as
bad as Sister Jigglypuff! Brother Electamar is Sister Jigglypuff's boyfriend!
He is best friends with Sister Jigglypuff, Super Giant Sonic, CloneDVD,
AnyDVD, Mike the Knight, and The Sacred Villains! He is based on a fan-
made fusion sprite, which is a combination of two Pokmon: an Electric-
type named Electabuzz, and a Fire-type named Magmar.
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